Global Training Excellence

APPROVED TRAINING
PARTNER SCHEME

About the Approved
Training Partner scheme

The Approved Training Partner scheme was
created to enable the BRC Academy to extend
its provision of training to support manufacturing
organisations in achieving and maintaining
certification against BRC Global Standards.
The Approved Training Partner (ATP) scheme
provides an online directory of professional
trainers who deliver BRC Global Standard courses
around the world. The scheme has been running
successfully for over 12 years and has grown to a
network of over 200 trainers globally.
ATPs are individuals who have extensive working
knowledge and experience of manufacturing
and auditing in specific industries, in addition to
many years’ experience of delivering training to
thousands of delegates internationally. ATPs are
expected to demonstrate the ability to train with
professionalism, integrity and competence, as
outlined in their contract.

Benefits
As an ATP you’ll have access to an array of exclusive
benefits to take advantage of all year round!

Co-branding of promotional
materials and presentations to
enhance your training

Demonstrate to your
delegates and peers
that your courses
meet the highest
professional standards

Regular support
from the BRC Global
Standards team

Use of the Approved Training Partner
logo on your marketing communications
to gain recognition internationally

Association with a scheme
that is known worldwide

Invitation to the annual
ATP/CB conference, plus a
discounted rate for BRC’s
Food Safety conference

Promote your
courses to a
global audience
with inclusion of
your courses on
our website

Provision of the latest
training materials
from BRC Academy
and support from
BRC Global Standards
Technical Team

Access to the BRC Knowledge
Centre and Expert Forums through
a dedicated ATP area on the website

How to join
The Approved Training Partner scheme is open to
individuals and corporations. Every application we
receive is reviewed independently to ensure we have
the right calibre of trainers.
All applicants must be able to demonstrate through
qualifications and work experience that the specified
criteria have been met for each BRC Global Standard.
To join the scheme you need to complete these
3 easy steps:

1

STEP

STEP

download the
application form
from the website to
review the criteria
required to join the
scheme

STEP

2

complete the
application form
and send it to us
to review with
your initial
assessment fee

3

attend the Train the
Trainer course and
pass the associated
exam. Once these
are complete you
will then become an
Approved Training
Partner

What our existing
ATPs have to say…

“I have been able to enhance
my skills and knowledge in the
manufacturing and auditing sectors,
meaning that I can provide choice
and flexibility through a variety of
courses, across many industries”

“Being part of the Approved
Training Partner scheme has
allowed me to reach a global
audience and deliver a portfolio
of courses worldwide suited to
each delegate’s needs”

“I have been involved in this scheme
for many years, and being trained by
BRC Global Standards has increased
my visibility and demonstrates to my
delegates that my courses are of the
highest quality”

To find out more about the scheme visit
www.brctrainingacademy.com/atp

